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Hey Imaginate fans! 

Like to write?  Of course you do! So we’re having a contest for you! Write us a short 
story—up to seven pages in length—and we’ll decide amongst the submissions for the 
winners. First place will earn a cool $25, and two second place winners will receive $10 a 
piece! Just send your story as an attachment to submissions@theimaginate.com with the 
subject line “contest entry” by April 15, 2013. All participants’ entries will be posted on 
our website! Stay classy!

-the Imaginate



In the month of September a bird came to me.

She flew to my forest and perched on a tree.  

As I sat in a chair, alone in my shack,

I looked out the window and was taken aback

By its beauty, its splendor, its plume almost gold,

A more wonderful creature I will never behold. 

She perched on that tree as solid as a rock,

As small as a finch, as graceful as a hawk. 

In that large, woody forest, what was the signifi-
cance,

Of a small, feath’ry creature that displayed such 
magnificence? 

Each day of that month, that thought came to mind,

As I stared out my window, the truth I would find. 

In the month of October, I feared she would leave,

The cold, autumn chill would naturally cleave

The bird from me, she would fly to seek

Heat for her wings, some food for her beak.

In the month of October, I visited each day, 

The bird on that tree but never did say   

How I wished she would stay, but I knew that she 
knew,

From her perch on that tree she never flew.

Each day of that month, it became ever more clear,

She loved me, she did, she thought me a dear.

But I could not say what the bird meant to me,

So I watched and I waited. I’d see what I’d see. 

In the month of November, the bird, she did sing,

She filled my small shack with a melodious ring.

Her voice like an angel, her song full of meaning,

I felt in my soul the direction it was leaning

Towards the tree in my forest where the bird did 
perch, 

On the branches of the tree, the dying white birch. 

The song kept me up. It stopped me from eating.

Each day of that month, the tune kept repeating.

It was in the wood. It was in my shack.

The song made its way through every crack. 

But I could not say what that song meant to me, 

Whether it filled me with distress or drowned me in 
glee.   

In the month of December, I knew what to do.     

I knew what I knew. I formed my own view. 

From the wall of my cabin I grabbed my shotgun,

And snuck to that tree before she could run. 

With a BANG and a cry, she fell to the ground,

And in that cold morning was not uttered a sound.

I made my way back and took my old seat,

I entered my cabin with no one to greet.  

Each day of that month, one thought in my head,

Alone in my shack, outside she is dead. 

“It’s quiet. It’s too quiet.” 

-Alexandre Martinho 

December
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Broken and vacant,

Breathless impatience. 

I cannot take

Much more of this 

Filth, and these pills

That I have to swallow.

I’ve seen all your idols,

And how they fall down

Like statues, in a

New world order. 

It makes me sick,

To think that I

Am part of this shame

Brought up inside

It makes me weep,

For those who stand by.

Thoughtless and ancient, 

Rehashed again,

I have taken

All I’ll endure, 

And more

Than I can withstand.

It makes me sigh 

To try to find

An answer that fits, 

Decrypts, the lies.

It makes me weep,

For those who stand by.

____________________

You’ve been so misguided, 

So under a rock

And no one wants to hear

About your mundane demi-gods. 

-Mihir Rastogi

Demi-God
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Storms

Nobody considers the storm’s feelings as it makes its way in circles over the land. A storm has soft 

hands in its youth; it goes where it is told and is only harmlessly flirtatious when it first meets the trees. It 

ruffles their dresses. It gives them new thought and direction; it promises them new life. The storm in its 

youth is an optimist. Its soul is a white brighter than the sun.

Of course, harmless flirtation gives way to more serious feelings. The storm knows itself well, in 

its unpredictable way. It knows that life is short and that soon it must move on. It strokes the trees and 

overturns their leaves, pulling them along with it, pretending that there is hope for a long life together. It 

is stubborn and willful and its hands move to places the trees aren’t quite ready for. It is eager to seduce. It 

begs that they come with it, painting windswept pictures of fresh potential, of leaving this small town and 

eloping to a forest, where there are more modern-minded trees who will understand their relationship. The 

storm is strong and has a voice like falling. It is confident, it tells the trees, that everything is going to be 

okay.

It isn’t the storm’s fault that the trees refuse to uproot an entire existence for it. After all, they have 

a life here, a close family, and green prospects. Who are they to pack up and leave according to the whims 

of the wind’s son? They are older than the storm, and know better. They prefer to live slowly and with 

deliberation.

Perhaps it is more than a rough home atmosphere that first brings the storm to tears. The trees have 

friends: eager youthful things who throw themselves to the wind, vines and feathers and bits of trash the 

storm tries to throw away, but they cling to it. They tell the storm that the trees will never change, that it 

needs to move on, that they will be here for it instead, and never leave it. The storm turns to abuses, hurl-

ing them around and tearing at their emotions when they refuse to leave it be. It longs for the embrace 

of the trees, their kind rustling words and dependable notions. It flees to their arms and tries to leave its 

antagonists behind, but the trees feel they have seen enough. They do not want to be swept off their feet. 

They want to feel the ground beneath them, not the cool hands of someone whose mind changes with the 

wind.

 This news is what gets the storm crying. It grabs the trees by their slender arms and tries to pull8



them along with it, promising that they will know it’s done right by them when they get where they’re go-

ing. Its voice alternates between windy whispers and screams like thunderclaps; it is throwing a tantrum. 

This only confirms what the trees have been saying all along: it is too young, too inconsistent, too flimsy. 

It should be stoic and wooden, supportive, and they cannot transplant their lives for it if it will not be. 

They are sorry.

 When the crying is over, the storm’s temper dies down. It feels as though it is about to die, and it 

is submissive. It will do what they want, but its hands relinquish the trees’ slowly. They moan as it moves 

along their bodies one last time. In their roots they do not want to let go either. But there is nothing else 

they can do.

 The storm is long gone, but the trees still feel its touch. Their arms are stripped and hang limp. 

They creak when they move. They are never prepared for a whirlwind romance. Maybe next time.

-Rachelle Adlerman
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I.

Contained—whether large or small

is still contained. Usually moving,

reflecting and remembering

what’s wanted and what’s not.

II.

Let’s say you imagine a lake;

either blue or brown or both,

the sun bouncing off its surface

like glitter.

III.

Maybe you think of the rain.

Knocking on the window every few days;

never getting inside

unless something is broken.

IV.

It’s possible you picture a river;

the soft tinkling sounds

as the water marches on

through its most shallow points.

V.

Maybe you even see the ocean!

The fiercest of all waters,

roaring loud enough to hear

when you put a sea-shell to your ear.

VI.

Or maybe…you just remember the water

trapped inside the glass—waiting—

for permission to drown

all the words you’ll never say.

-Vicky Taft

Untitled
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There’s a White Rabbit Somewhere

wind in the willows

it billows

it bellows

not quite a whisper

or whistle

sharp prick of a thistle

it’s hollow

and mottled 

swirling 

and twirling

the leaves and my curls

unfurling 

like a ballerina

on stilts that tilt

drunk off one too many

songs

the smog

a tarnished diamond ring

there is nothing left to do, 

but

let go of the kite string

-Samantha Vargas
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I.

I saw you pass me this spring

a hint of a smile in your

green teeth so new and unblooming.

I might have had flowers in

my hair curled like little sapling lovers

waving tendrils as smoothly as

the hello that never left my tilted lips

you, with your breath smelling like

a summer sunrise and fingers curled

into winter knots, I dreamt you

swallowed the sea into your lungs,

sunk low and gone,

heavier than iron,

softer than salt

I woke with stars in my eyes

as sad as the universe that had

left them in my care, they dimmed

and silenced and recoiled

crushing themselves into the dust that

lined my eyelashes so dusky and true

I couldn’t reassemble them without

you

and love felt like something new again

like what I couldn’t put into words,

what I could only grab hold of and 

ride. It melted, a golden puddle of 

courage tight in the pit of my stomach

like a punch of carbon dioxide giving

growth to the lilies lining my ears.

I didn’t want to hear them.

The truth is, I

was scared of shedding my leaves

of opening my mouth to songs

because I forgot the way the tune

made my bones vibrate with the

aftershock of some new knowledge.

I wasn’t ready to unfurl,

finding a steady wind made my

feathers burn much too close to a

birthing sun where I picked out

the ashes like so much gold and

held it close to my naked body

Even winter could not break my ire.

II.

It is a beautiful day.

I’m growing something soft

and downy along my shoulders

It seems almost like more love but

I haven’t found it quite yet

I will bring it close to my lips

and stroke the things that grow

in and out of me like a flower

like a lover like a power like

hope

I will let 

myself 

pass 

into 

spring.

-Roxy Harrison

Siphoning Drought
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Writer’s Muse 

The room of nothingness in which she sits has everything, yet is completely bare, 
filled to the brim with tendrils of thoughts not ready for the world. Her pen waits, 

hovering above the paper. Bound by silence, her voice is the black ink dancing 
across the page, her life a daunting, never-ending task. The translucent dreams float 
all around, some no more than a half-whispered word. Grasping one, she lowers the 
pen and gives the idea sustenance, breathing black-and-white life into it with each 
stroke. Only her blood runs with ink, her body made of paper. Her name is Muse. 

-Courtney Buchanan

Colour  
 

Ages had passed since I knew the colour green, the plants had been the first to go. 
Blue and purple soon followed, the sky and water and night losing its luster. Red, 
orange, and finally yellow vanished, leaving nothing but silvery grey in its all-en-
compassing wake. When had it happened? Everything was like those ancient films 

no one watched anymore, relics that only a few could afford. What was colour? 
What was anything? It was nothing, a meaningless word. My world was defined in 
glassy chrome, a dream of mirrors upon mirrors, nothing more than a fanciful illu-

sion of reality.

-Courtney Buchanan
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Pencil
Its vitality shoots up

At the touch of my finger.

Embodies the soul

Of a dancer and singer.

Prancing around

Putting on a show;

Carving symbols,

On the surface below.

Choreography like no other;

An expedition through life;

A mission of love;

Drawing a ladder,

To “He” above.

In this exotic dance,

Lays a hidden truth.

The mysteries are solved

Of love, life, and youth.

A dance that turns ordinary words

Into a magical hymn,

where emotions freely roam.

This pencil dances,

The dance of a poem.

-Shivam Patel
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In two statically charged moments

of salt water and electrons

he lays his head in my lap,

curled up like a child awaiting

my touch on his shoulder to

center the world that’s turning

steadily faster beneath his feet

as he clings on to something concrete.

i become the nucleus of his atom.

his flushed cheeks betray him,

two slices of heat almost illuminated

by the blue light of the alarm clock,

blinking out the hour that holds still—

a time piece that lets him stay suspended

in the moment like a frozen glass of

water that shatters with the force of

an atomic bomb

and i am the hidden isotope he has never

found before.

he says, “you are beautiful”

in a way that offers no contradiction,

a hypothesis he believes to be theory

and leaves no room for interpretation 

so i goad him in the best way i can.

i say, “you can’t see, it’s dark”

and i feel him exhale, like he’s been

prepared to answer this one question

all of his life, as if he’s documented samples

of my speech and logic for his 

case study, breaking apart my particles

and speaking in a way with words that

i thought he had lost in the transition from

dreamer to scientist

(though i am learning they are one and the same)

he says, “i can see you through my skin”

The First, Second, or Last
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continually, his hands mold

my shape into neutrons, little fibers of

molecules that are more than just my flesh,

but rather a specific set of cells and combinations

that accept him

as a catalyst, 

as a response to the

quickening of my pulse, dilated eyes,

and staggering breaths.

as the random action of one human

being coming forth from a universe

of strangers 

colliding

and

fissioning.

we heat hotter than the force of

10,000 suns on the face of the planet

for one moment, brighter than the

north star melting into polar ice caps

and spreading faster than tradewinds,

unfurling our sails like phantom kites

this is too intimate for outside forces,

too delicate for words spun in the dark

and in the night with whispered promises

of things that science cannot prove

or ordain

with things not created by religion

or sanity

by instinct that sets a soul on fire

or flight

“mine”, he beckons,

with a palm in the light.

“just, mine.”

-Roxy Harrison
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Effervescence

he took little sips

from the delicate

hollow

of her collarbone.

drunk off moonlight,

aurora borealis

of the liver

-Samantha Vargus

Patient Persistence

He

Who

Despite on the surface

Seems

Emotion-less,

Stands strong and sturdy

Waiting;

With passion as deep as the ocean.

Here I stand.

Like a wrecking ball without motion.

-Salvatore Grillo
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For Pretty Things

Ashlyn, is traveling with her friend Dryden to the city in a post-apocalyptic wasteland. On the train they discuss manfighting only to be interrupted by a girl 
who claims to be infected with the zombie virus…

 “Infected?!” I repeat, scrambling back slightly. Dryden leaps forward and stands in front of me, shielding me with his arms. I keep backing up, and 
he takes another few urgent steps towards her.

 “Don’t come near!” the girl shrieks. “I’ll get you sick too.”

 “You’re fine,” Dryden sighs, but he listens enough to stop going closer. Thank god. Moron.

 I move towards them both again and grab Dryden’s arm. “Hey, idiot, what are you doing!” I demand, tugging him back. He’s so skinny and wimpy 
he starts pulling back with me, but he resists and yanks forward.

 “Let go!” he yells, straining so hard he breaks my grip and falls towards the front of the car. The girl is still silhouetted in the doorway. She lets out a 
yelp and backs up on the stairs. Not like it matters, if the fucking idiot’s gonna infect himself for sure if he’s just gonna fall over into infected space like that. He 
doesn’t even try to move, just gets into a sitting position and laughs at me. I wanna punch him.

 But I won’t go into the infected area of the car. I mean hell, the whole car’s probably infected already, but I’m not taking any more risk. “Get up!” I 
tell him angrily.

 He stops laughing. “It’s fine, Ash. That’s not how it’s transmitted. Calm down!” He smiles towards the girl, who I can just barely make out in the 
dusty air on the stairs going up. “Little girl, what’s your name?”

 I can see her hovering nervously on the stairs. She takes a step down towards us. Dryden smiles at her encouragingly and she says, “My name’s 
Lena.”

 “Well, Lena,” Dryden says warmly, “I may not look like it, but I do a lot of research on your condition. I can probably help you a lot.”

 “No you can’t, especially if she gets you sick too,” I mutter in disgust.

 He tosses a glare my way and looks back at the girl, his pretty face all sweet and honeyed. “For one thing, Lena, let me tell you something very valu-
able to know about this infection. It’s not airborne.”

 “It’s not?” I demand. I don’t believe it. They’ve moved people around so many times to get away from those zombie communes. I had to leave the 
farm for that kind of shit.

 “Really?” the girl says. She takes another step down the stairs.

 Dryden’s smile widens into a grin and he nods. “There’s a chance of transmission if you bite someone, or get into their blood—you look a little 
young for sex, but that too—anyway, it’s just physical contact. Don’t attack anyone and you’ll be fine.”

 The girl stammers out an incoherent bunch of vowels for a sec and then shrieks, “I’ve got to tell someone!” She leaps away up the stairs.

 “Wait!” Dryden yells. He runs up the stairs after her but I run after him before he can get too far, and then he stops without a fuss. He sighs and 
musses his hair and looks at me. “Sorry, I…I got really caught up in that. I always feel bad about those kids—you know she’ll tell her friends and they’ll get all 
excited and then someone will react badly to them.”

 “How do you even know this kind of shit?” I ask, letting go of his arm. I still don’t really believe it. But I guess Dryden knows more about this than 
I do.

 He starts slowly up the rest of the stairs, peering into the next car. It’s well-lit for the most part, and there’s a person in its corner snoring, but the 
zombie girl’s long gone. He begins, “Can we look for her while—” but a squealing noise overpowers his voice. The train is coming to a stop. We must be in the 
city!

Does Ashlyn:

a) Look for the girl on the train a little before she exits?  c) Ask Dryden to take her to the arena to see him at work?

b) Try to find the girl outside the train?   d) Ask Dryden to show her about recruiting nonhumans to fight?
19



How does the Girl made of Stars react?

a) “You’re crazy!”      c) “Are you sure this will work?”
b) “How will we throw it high enough?”   d) “Let’s go!”



Adalhard’s Saga

 Watching Captain Heron’s ship, the Tailwind, from an alley in hopes he’d see the enigmatic and dangerous Silent Man he’d long hunted slip off 
it, Adalhard was nearly shot! Only his keenly trained ears gave him the warning to jump out of the way before the archer fired. 

 Instantly Adalhard was halfway up the stack of crates he’d been hiding behind, ready to leap up on the flimsy roof and fell the assailant before he 
could nock another arrow. He recognized that brawny shadow looming against the stars immediately: it was the selfsame man who had murdered Leontios! The 
Big Man. Then a thought struck him: Bowline! He might still be nearby. And in danger.

 Golden locks flying as he sprang back off the crates, Adalhard sprinted out of the alley and bowshot. Where would Bowline be? He darted into 
another dark backstreet to gather his wits. Think, think, think he willed himself! Where would Bowline have watched the Tailwind from? He’d bet on some sort 
of drinking establishment where he could spy in relative comfort. There were many taverns in the waterfront though, which one? 

 Well it would have to be along that filthy stretch of docks where Heron’s ship was berthed. Listening for the sound of a bow above the slaps of 
waves, creaks of ships and piers, and distant murmurs of the very few people out in the dark, he trotted out into the open and started looking around quickly. 
The crooked buildings were nearly all squat and windowless, shadowy doors passing by on his left. From somewhere he could hear music and dulled shouting 
and knew there must indeed be taverns still open there. But he could see none here where it mattered.

Not even sure what he’d heard, Adalhard lunged forward reflexively. Had his instinct been to turn and draw first, he’d have been slain by the whis-
tling stab that stopped scarcely short of his face. There stood the Silent Man, dark and terrible. 

 He was quick, but Adalhard was not less so and bronze rang on bronze. Giving ground, Adalhard defended himself desperately from a series of 
murderous thrusts while his thoughts fixated on that first, narrowly-avoided attack. That was hanraktan. Parry. A trick to assassinate a helmed, armored warrior. 
Dodge. Make a faint noise behind, let him whirl and expose his face, then jab through the eye. He’d learned it on Kyros.

 The Silent Man stabbed at Adalhard’s thigh, but the tall warrior recognized the stroke and knew those that could follow. For a long instant his blade 
clanged on the Silent Man’s; he knew an elegant, rote-learned riposte. No! He snatched back his sword just in time to catch a trap that would have killed him. 
It was a feint that defeated the riposte he knew. Adalhard had learned this trick and the proper response to it too and could already see the Silent Man reacting 
as he himself would have. Behind that hood was a Kyros student. They’d each practiced the same techniques ten thousand times, had each been told that this 
was a good response to these and could lead in to that and that but could be easily countered by those. Adalhard wasn’t willing to bet his life he had the better 
memory.

 So while the Silent Man guessed whether Adalhard would strike for the hand or slash across at the leg, Adalhard punched him in the face. It was 
an artless blow, but it was quick and unforeseen. Crack, and then the man reeled back. Adalhard followed through promptly with an upward slash to the chest. 
SCRAAAPE! 

 A concealed breastplate. That was bad. Then the Silent Man staggered into a patch of moonlight. His hood had fallen and Adalhard saw his face 
before he swept it back on, saw his straight nose, full lips, oily black hair, and dark eyes like a hunted animal’s. It was one he knew, though from just where he 
couldn’t place. One thing he was sure of though: he’d seen this man leaving the Tailwind.

 Then Adalhard heard the shouting. Ship guards were calling and swearing harshly and lighting torches. Ah, the Silent Man was afraid of capture or 
witnesses. In retrospect it was foolish not to realize this fight on the very docks would be noticed even at night. The thought of deliberately involving anyone 
else- let alone asking for help- had simply been beneath Adalhard’s consideration. 

 The Silent Man was still off balance. Now was the time to disarm him, then armor wouldn’t matter. As Adalhard heard the first and bravest sailors 
yelling their way down their gangplanks, he tried a straightforward slash to the sword hand. 

 The Silent Man ran, a surprised Adalhard giving clattering chase. Though he caught up, something stayed his hand. Whether it was not wanting to 
attack from behind, what Pahnsj had said about not getting started killing, or wanting to question the vile man first he was never sure thereafter, but he decided 
to try a trip instead.

 There were men pursuing him now and he heard them shouting something about murder and clattering on the rickety piers and a scream from one 
of the nearby houses as he readied himself. He delivered a smart kick to the back of the Silent Man’s legs and the man fell mutely. And then there came a very 
familiar sound. Splash! He jumped into the filthy water and dove down into the blackness as an arrow whistled by above

 Though he could see nothing at all down there as he swam hard and fast with his clothes dragging for shelter under one of the outthrust piers, it was 
now clear to him that the Silent Man and this archer were working together. To kill him specifically now. Good, he thought, it would save him the trouble of 
finding them again. 

With his clothes dragging on him, he swam through the murk to the underside of one of the piers. As he’d expected, there was some air down there. 
Taking another breath he was about to dive again when he heard a scream of pain and then what must have been the men who’d chased him shouting. Then 
another scream and the thud of a body on the wharf The Silent Man was murdering them! And there was nothing he could do about it down here, nothing! 
He’d be feathered the moment he tried to drag his sopping self up onto the wharf. He nearly wept with fury. This was what his squeamishness had done! Blind, 
barely aware what he was doing, he swam from pier to pier down the wharf to where he judged it was safe and then clawed himself up, his makhaira feeling 
thirsty in his hand. 

By the time he squelched and sloshed his way back it was too late. Four men lay dead or dying on the dirty planks, their untrained clubs no match 
for a Kyrosian’s blade, and the Silent Man and his accomplice had vanished. His fault, he realized! He should have struck the monster down when he’d had the 
chance. Either time he’d had the chance! And the Big Man too! These deaths were on his hands.

When the survivors returned with the city watch, they found an incoherent barbarian uselessly trying to staunch a dead man’s wounds. He didn’t21



resist when, told by the ship sentries that he’d been one of the fighters involved, the guards hauled him away.

Telling the city watch everything had been the right thing to do, Adalhard reflected dully as he paced his grimy cell the next night, but it had been a 
mistake. Locked in here he couldn’t uphold his great duty: finding the Silent Man and slaying him before the man could kill again. He didn’t understand these 
islanders. Because he’d told the truth about not telling them it before, now he had to stay here and not do what was right? If only that was his only crime. He’d 
fled when accused of killing Sedacles, stolen a rowboat, a sword, clothes, and figs, stowed away on Captain Xenophon’ ship, failed to slay the vicious Silent 
man when he had the chance, and failed to bring the other murderers to justice or tell the authorities what he knew of the crime. His shame was black and bitter. 
How had he dared think of returning to his homeland? 

A day alone with his thoughts had been just what he needed. He’d gone wrong running from Kyros. He should have stayed and explained himself. 
Died if need be as an innocent man. But he’d been a coward and from cowardice flowed all evil. Now he had to right the wrongs he’d caused. Starting with the 
Silent Man and the Big Man and Heron and all the rest. He would find and cut every strand in their mysterious web. When he’d stopped the killing he would 
pay whatever price those he’d stolen from asked. And then he’d turn himself in to the Kyrosians for judgement. 

But for now he had one last crime to commit. The Nosos watch seemed intent on penning him in here, keeping him from doing his duty. He had to 
get out. If he didn’t, people were going to die. Starting with the watchmen. The Silent Man and his allies would cut down any common soldier sent to find them. 
And Adalhard doubted they were done trying to kill him. They could butcher his jailor and then slay him helpless and unarmed in his cell. Without a chance 
to repay his debts. For the first time in his life, Adalhard understood why men feared the Kyros students. In a decade of training he’d learned to kill every kind 
of soldier in the world. He could hold his own against multiple foes and avoid arrows. Even a large band of armed men was no match for him, he had learned 
tactics and guile as well and could make them fight on his terms. A bodyguard from Kyros was a treasure beyond value, an enemy from Kyros was a death sen-
tence. No, he couldn’t let the city watch, stand alone against the Silent Man. He had to get out. One more wrong and then he would atone by blood and sweat 
for all he had and hadn’t done. He had to get out.

Hearing a door creak, Adalhard reached for a sword that wasn’t there. Then Bowline walked into the little jail, smile seemingly luminous in the 
darkness. “Hey!” Bowline was alright! Wonderful. He’d had no idea what had become of the boy.

Adalhard was about to speak but Bowline put a finger to his lips and then held up a wooden key triumphantly. “I convinced a guard to look the other 
way,” the sailor whispered. He began fumbling with the lock, talking a mile a minute, “And I found out that Philokrates guy. He’s fucking famous. Works as a 
bodyguard in this rich old man Timon’s palace on Thorinth. Hey, what’s really strange is what people say about Nikomedes. I heard from a man from Argios 
that he used to live out in the country there. Apparently took students. Then he damn well up and disappears a month or two ago. Nobody in the whole damn 
city knows what happened!” Adalhard was silent. Bowline mistook this for reluctance to be part of a jailbreak, “Hey, I’m getting you the fuck out of here if I 
have to knock you out and drag you. The Captain is waiting for you!”

Adalhard nodded and then realized what Bowline had just said. Captain Xenophon was here? “Then he’s in danger! The killers know me and Cap-
tain Heron saw me on the Sea-Foam.” He blurted out the thought as he finished, already in motion. The Silent Man and the Big Man had set up their ambush for 
him very quickly after Heron noticed him spying. There was no time to waste. The lock opened at last.

Adalhard rushed out; predictably, he started running the wrong way, “Hey! Hey! The waterfront’s fucking this way, Adalhard!”

Anyone out on the moonlit streets who saw the pair of them running pell-mell down the slopes of the city’s twisting roads toward the black sea 
was wise enough not to get in their way and the pair of them were soon aboard the rocking Sea-Foam. Thankfully the Captain was still aboard and apparently 
expecting some sort of trouble. When the panting young man met him with a hasty bow and then, “Danger!” He didn’t ask more questions than were needed. 
The full crew it seemed had been sleeping aboard the ship and sprang to at a word for him, readying to leave.

 Once they were under sail and safely clear of the harbor mouth though, the blonde captain called Adalhard and Bowline to his cramped quarters, 
“What do I tell my crew?” He asked calmly, looking up from his sea charts, “Were the city watch after you?”

 Adalhard shook his head vigorously, “I wasn’t running away,” he said emphatically, “Never again. I ran to warn you. You’re in danger, Captain. 
Because you helped me. The Silent Man is working with Captain Heron! He’s got a lot of accomplices, murderers in their own right, and they tried to kill me 
last night. I don’t know why, but I’ll bet they want you dead too.”

 Not even sure what question to ask to make sense of any of that, the practical captain skipped to a more immediately pressing one, “I trust you 
can explain this in time. I should give the helmsman a heading right now though. Any port will serve for our current cargo, so I ask you: is there anywhere in 
particular we should sail to now?”

Adalhard considered,

A) “Argios. A man named Nikomedes lived there until recently. I’ll Find Nikomedes or what happened to him. There’s no one more likely than 
Master Sedacles’s best student to know why the Silent Man would kill him and what he’s really after.”

B) “Thorinth. I know a former Sub-master of Kyros, Philokrates, who lives there. He may know if there’s a reason Kyrosians are being targeted 
and unlike Nikomedes I’m almost certain he’s still alive.”

C) “Kyros.  I’ve got to warn my fellow Kyros students that it’s possible they’re being targeted for assassination. 
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Readers—
 I have been sent here, back in time, to give you a warning, 
and now I only have a page in which to fit it. So let me make this 
clear:

 Be very wary when the prank war starts. It will seem like it’s 
all fun and games—a rubber chicken in class, a whoopee cushion 
under a pianist’s ass—but it won’t be. I can tell you now that some 
things do not deserve to be escalated.

 In my time, the pranks have gone beyond control. Nobody’s 
detonated a nuclear warhead on their own country yet for shits 
and giggles, but there’s been rumors of it—and stranger things 
have happened for sure. Schools flattened by giant pancakes. Buses 
overturned by misdirected turtle migrations. It’s been wild and 
terrible and you don’t want to see it. I can see it sounds funny to 
you, but. It’s not. Trust me. It’s not. You don’t want to be there.

 Frankly you don’t want it to happen at all. So I’m warning 
you…when you see the pranks begin, don’t retaliate. Let them die. 
Otherwise, you might be the one dying.

 It won’t be funny at all.

-the Jester




